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The model explain6 POS operation on the basis of 
internal processes in the plasma: cathode plasma crea- 
t1on, double layer formation, field penetration of the 
plasma and current witching. 

The large number experiments performed to dote has 

not clarified the physics of POS Ill. The simple 1D mo- 

del I21 can not explain field and current penetration 

of plasma. This model proposes four successive phases 

of POS action: conductivity, erosion, enhanced ez-osion 

and magnetic insulation of electron flov. But opening 

after the current maximum I11 and switching on a too 

high-impedance load do not provide magnetic insulation 

in vacuum I31. These facts and the practical indepen- 

dence of rate of impedance rise on the load indicate, 

3.n our opinion, the presence of an internal mechanism 

of POS action I41. 

1.gthode plasma creation --_--A Our assumption for plasm0 

1nJectlon in the POS gap are the folloving I51: 

01 plosmo velocity vp provides delay of neutrals from 

the ei-component during plasma gun pulse time z 
P 

of not 

less than the gap width d. This gives vp= d/zp= 107cm/s 

for z 
P 

= 1 )m and d = 10 cm; 

b) plasma volume is large for total erosion in the gap 

during generator pulse time zQ. This means (Fig.11 

ZnrCld > pImzQ/en , 
P 

where u = cme/mi, Im is the maximum 

current, n 
P 

- the plasma density; 

C) Im 16 sufficiently large for plasma erosion: Im>Is= 

2nrCljs (js = enpvp/p), 0x-z CT 
9 P 

(from a) and b)); 

d) n 
P 

is sufficiently low and not influenced by the 

electron vork function from the cathode. 

Requirements a) and d) lead to DL creation. The 

low voltage V = mevz/2e reflects the electrons in the 

injected plasma and an ion sheath of dimension * v /w 
P pe 

(current density = enpvp) is formed near the cathode. 

It extends along the not emitting cathode to the depth 

of collisionless skin layer 6= = c/w 
pe' 

With increasing 

voltage to Vs = mivz/2e = 0.6 kV CC*), the sheath ex- 

pands to * v /o . . 
P Pi 

The cathode electric field reaches 

the value E * w V /v 
Pi 5 P’ 

If E 2 0.1 W/cm, a dense ca- 

thode plasma can be created. This gives n 
P 

+ 1013 cm-3 

(6s = 2 mm, v /w = 0.1 mm). 
P PI 

The actual n may differ 
P 

from this value. We shall consider a somewhat deneer 

injected plasma when the cathode explodes at V < Vg. 

2. DL formation and plasma erosion. The dense plasma 

front moves vith a velocity a lo6 cm/s. DL formation is 

described Ln IS1 as the quasi-stationary evolution of 

potential dlstributlon in the plasma-filled gap. The 

voltage and current deneity reaches the values Vs and 

JB for t = tg. DL size slovly rises to 
' vP'wpi ' '8 

vith an almost constant velocity 1 atj/en v 
PP 

(2105 cm/s 

for the us installation I31 ond * lo6 cm/s for ns gene- 

rotors). Saturation at Vs and Is leads to erosion. The 

simple 1D model I61 (see I53 too) show thot the magne- 

tic field acte on the electrona during an erosion time 
-1 

a opi 9 1 ns, when its Larmor radius rce = Ss. 

3. Field penetration of the plaxa, Thie action forces 

electrons accelerated in DL to be displaced towards the 

load and slov injected electrons tovards the generator. 

This is the Hall effect. It forms two regions of fast- 

electron ExB-drift.The first is the cathode layer (CL), 

vhere the emission area extends along the cathode. Nag- 

netic insulation of the electron flow, neutralized by 

Ions, in realized in CL. Using Ampere’8 lav, ve can 

write the insulation condition 6 q rce in the form 

eV = B2/8nn (B a 21/crc), (1) 

vhere n is the average CL density. CL Qrovth follovs a 

6 - l/&i law in this erosion phoee. 

The second layer is the magnetic insulation front 

moving along the POS oxia as the radial current sheath 

(CS; Fig.2). Its dynamics vas discussed in Ill. 

The emission current density is about js for any 

t ' tg, ond the current riee is supported by the CS 

movement through the plasma. The rice stops when CS 

reaches the load POS boundary tt = tcl. The critical 

values Ic and Vc can be determined from the LC-circuit 

equation, vhere the POS voltage (1) is included. We con 

use the simple lav n -. I -2 for CL density. Then, the 

analysis of the Airy equation gives us Ic and Yc, For 

example, for L= 0.5 PH, C = 0.5 PF, Uo= 20 kV, rC= 3 cm 

(Fig.11, ve obtain la= 15 kA, Vc= 3 kV rhen tc= 0.6 PB, 

ts= 0.3 MB. 

The CS dynamics equations are 

mi(Nv)’ = B2/8n, f4 = npv - vpN/d, (21 

which include the snov-plough effect as veil a* the 
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plasma loss to CL. The loss is small for t (( d/vp=l ps, 

vhen (2) 1s the snow-plough model. For I = it, constant 
_-.. ---. 

occelerotlon Y = I/crCS3nm.n sotlsfles the model. The 
1 P 

loss 1s considerable for t 2 d/2v = l/a. The exact BO- 
P 

1ut1on 18 

.(Nv)(t’)dt’. (31 

It gives v 2 wtJut/2 for at )) 1 and I + t. We can find 

from (3) the velocity vc* 1U’ cm/s and the axial dimen- 

61on of the Injected plasma region 1 a 10 cm 1n our 

example. 

4-..%-~L~&G!x Plasma absorption by the moving CS 

changes the Process. This was noted in our experiments 

131 by the oppeorance of anode plasma, the positlon of 

vhlch testlfled to current flow curvature and enhanced 

e-bombardment of the anode for z = t-tc > 0. 

Ropld current decoy occurs after tc. There a-lees 

on lnductlve voltage -c -2Li. Slmultoneously, magnetic 

field and Its Pressure woken and con not accelerate CS 

in this phase.The anomalous heating (possibly type [71) 

leuds to ropld 25 expa”slOn. These equotlons con be 

written OS 

. . 
mib = 2E/3b , ;: + 2L.c/3b = IV/N (4) 

P 

in the frame of reterence moving vlth velocity vc.Here, 

b 1s CS width (Flg.31, E the Internal energy for one 

ion, N the number of ions 1" CS. 
P 

We take Np* 2nrCldn 
P’ 

CS losses 06 c 113 of plasma In our example. System (4) 

has the luv oi conservcltxon mlNpli2/2’N E = L4-12)/2c? 
_ .-_P-..-..- 

We see that a llmlt value "m = Ic*JL/m1c2N z lo8 cm/s 
P 

er1sts. '1 he "0x1""" temperature 2 10 eV allows us to 

exploln the observoted spreading of the axial glow 181, 

the brightness of vhlch lncreo6e.s in the dlrectlon of 

load. 

A part of heated plasma diffuses backward across 

the mugnetlc ileld, loslng average movement towards the 

cot hode due to turbulence and forms o woke after CS. 

Its density 1s n 1 npl/a, where o 1s the wake length; 

o a j(cf/eB)z for Bohm dlffuslon. The retordotlan of 

dlrfuslon 011ows us to fix the value n+ for o current 

decay time c+ (see deflnltlon below; a!%+) o 1 cm). 

LL develops in this plosmo os o result of Its ero- 

s1on. ion balance clnalysls gives the dependence n,/n = 

Jw cewcl*Sj,i for CL density. From (11 ond the circuit 

equation. “e obtol” 

. . 
I + icc%:L-i)i/I + 2 2 ii til *I /Z,Ic)l = 0; 

(5) 
I ; lc, i=u (7 = Cl). 

Here, z+ = cGqz--/ I 
c* y = 

(2 0.1 ps in our example), 

R = c/llx (a 2*10b s ). The solution of (5) leads to 

‘c .I,‘1 du 
-= _--- , v 4 - 
z* L, filn u 

Li 2 ---- -- 

2 = --LL-. 
2, I 

1 21* is (6) 
l = 

for optimal charging of the Inductor (tc * n12R). The 

voltage maximum Vm= LIc/z,c2a (230 kV in the example; 

e = 2.71...) 1s reached in time ‘c * z+. The POS impe- 

dance has Q sharp peak too, but Its maximum appears la- 

ter. ‘The CL size and its denalty vary OS 

n/n i: (&s,6)2 = .-- --__ 
P 

(68/~~LrC).J(n,/np,~i~~Tc7T, . 

It is diffusive znitlolly, vhen 6 9 J2D.c with D = 
2 

rCL/2wce(Ic)“‘. Then, the increase in CL size slows 

down. 

The model (4) does not include plasma lose from CS 

to wake. Besides, there ore C*, C 
2+ 

, H* ions in the oc- 

tuol plasma and they ore separated occordlng to moss as 

occelerotlon proceeds. This promote8 further occelera- 

tlon. tlognetic field diffusion in CS is considerable 

too. Its diffusivity is determined from the anomalous 

reslstivity (of ion acoustic type, vhere “coll~sionol” 

frequency ~~~ o wpe*fi76 , for example). Therefore, the 

field penetrates the entire CS In time tg-tc 2 c*~~Y,~* 

IsiF;)/ 9 0.2 us. Its penetration into the vacuum 

electTon layer on the plasma front veakens the image 

force on these electrons. The anomalous resietivity 

rise leads to on increase of electrons moving along the 

plasma boundary to the anode. Ions (HC preferentially) 

ore drown from the plasma and form on almost charge 

neutral ep-beam before the plasma. Its propagation 

(v 2 lo8 cm/s) tovords the load gives voltage stabili- 

zotlon at the level V 1 Bdv/c (2 3-4 kV) Instead of the 

decay (6). Beam’s arrival at the load switches on cur- 

rent. 

Our model 1s valid if I < )JIsc/v (160 kA in the 
P 

example), when the space-charge layer is not thicker 

than rce. utherwlse, one must odd the contribution of 

the ion sheoth voltage to (1). 
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